


Michelangelo, caMpi, Salviati,

and vaSari + a WoMan

Salute… 
  She was only in her twenties at the time—straight-laced, hazel-eyed, elegantly 

coiffed in that signature braid of hers, well-educated, and immensely talented—but Sofonisba anguis-
sola (1532-1625) was already a sensation.  the precocious daughter of a provincial italian aristocrat, 
she counted amongst her admirers famous artists like Michelangelo.  trained by Bernardino campi, 
anguissola quickly surpassed her master and distinguished herself as the pre-eminent portraitist of 
her age.  her art was so sought-after that she was invited by the formidable habsburgs in Spain to 
reside as the official court painter to Philip II and Elizabeth of Valois.  

en garde…
  Fame and success, however, were not easy.  Fellow artists like, Francesco 

Salviati, snickered that Sofonisba was campi’s “best work.”  envious critics like giorgio vasari 
quipped that “if women know so well how to produce living men, what marvel is it that those 
who wish are also so well able to create them in painting?”  But sometimes it was better to 
retaliate, as a young aristocratic female Wunderkind trying to make it in the common man’s 
world, in the very language of her assailants: art.  

riposte…
  anguissola responded—quietly, modestly, but sharply and with the creative 

audacity no male portraitist could have envisioned—in perhaps the singular most astounding 
self-portrait of the entire Renaissance.  In the upper floor of the Pinacoteca in Siena, there 
she stands today, a portrait on an easel, which in the painting is being painted by campi, her 
master, her friend, but also her social and artistic inferior.  however, anguissola painted her 
own image in Campi’s flat, dull style while rendering Campi’s portrait in her exquisite, vivid 
manner.  In one efficient gesture, not only was she able to defend her own virtue, but she 
redeemed campi’s reputation too. 

passata sotto…
   the passata-sotto is a strategic move in which the fencer unexpectedly drops 

on one knee in order to strike the opponent from beneath when and where he is least expect-
ing it.  Swift and silent.  Calculated and unforgiving.  When executed properly, it could also be 
breathtaking and beautiful.  and anguissola’s brush was just like that.  

touché…
  Michelangelo, campi, Salviati, vasari.  the boys never saw it coming.

         
Maria loh
london,  august 2013

LEE KRASNER - UNTITLED (CR 373), 1962 - WATERCOLOR AND CRAYON ON PAPER 
30 X 22 1/4 INCHES (76 X 56.5 CM)
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JOSEPH KOSUTH - WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? - YELLOW NEON MOUNTED DIRECTLY ON WALL 
5.9 X 74.8 INCHES (15 X 190 CM)


